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Lead Magnet Quick Start Guide 
 

What is a Lead Magnet? 
Simply put, it’s the “bribe,” or what you are offering 
in exchange for someone to opt-in to your list-building 
system. It can be in any format, such as a video, 
report, audio, checklist, blueprint, webinar or even a 
sales letter. 
 
 

The #1 Factor in Lead Magnet Success 
Before diving into the types and characteristics of 
lead magnets, I want to start by covering a very 
important factor that will determine how successful you 
are at converting traffic into leads and building your 
list. 
 
It is this… 
 
Your message to market match. 
 
And what I mean by that is essentially how relevant 
your message is to the audience you’re trying to serve. 
 
As a marketer, or as someone who is trying to sell 
anything, it’s imperative that you get this. You’re 
success online or off, hinges on your ability to 
convert visitors into leads, leads into hot prospects 
and prospects into customers, clients or business 
partners. 
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To maximize your conversions, your brand and every 
message surrounding it absolutely must reflect a very 
focused, very relevant solution to a problem, 
challenge, fear or desire that your ideal prospect has 
in their lives. 
 
Remember, you are in the business of offering a 
solution to whatever emotionally charged desire your 
market has. 
 
If on the other hand you are clear on who your market 
is and what their primary emotionally based motives 
are, then you’re going to find it super-easy to write 
compelling capture page copy, which of course will be 
based on your bribe, or what you’re giving away in 
exchange for your visitors contact information. 
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The “7 Characteristics” Checklist 
Recall from the Step 4 training that the more of these 
your lead magnet has, the more leads and sales you’ll 
convert.  

So, when you’re putting together your lead magnet, 
really ask yourself if it “passes muster” by delivering 
on these 7 factors: 

 Ultra-Specific Promise? 

 Laser Focused On A Single Result? 

 Highly Desirable? 

 High Actual Value? 

 Immediately Consumable? 

 Instantly Actionable? 

 Leads To Conversion Goal? 

 
 
Now  let’s dive into the 12  unique types of Lead 
Magnets…
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1. The Affiliate Pre-Frame Video Lead 
Magnet 
This type of lead magnet is great for affiliate products 
and is primarily used to warm your prospect up and 
indoctrinate them a little bit, rather than sending them 
from a capture page directly to an offer. 

This is especially helpful in cases where the affiliate 
offer is a straight up sales letter, with little or no 
educational value. 

You can simply create a valuable tutorial video based on 
your direct experience with the product. 

For example, let’s say you’re promoting a health related 
product, maybe a weight loss product or something like 
that. 

You can make your Lead Magnet something like… 

FREE VIDEO: “The 13-Minute 3-Step Fat Shredder That 
Melts Away Up To 7 Pounds Per Week, Without Starving 
Yourself Or Spending Hours At The Gym” 

And in that video, you share three things that helped you 
get the types of results you mentioned, with the majority 
of it seeding the sale for the product you’re offering. 

So, you share your experience, deliver the tips that 
worked for you and then let them know what to do next, 
which is probably to go get the product by clicking on 
the button below the video. 
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Using video engages your visitor and really helps 
increase sales because unlike a written letter, they’ll 
feel more of a connection with you. It’s a great way to 
indoctrinate them with who you are, while creating 
rapport and trust at the same time. 

And we already know, people are more likely to do 
business with people they like, know and trust. 

So rather than going from capture page, to pitching an 
offer, like 99% of other affiliates…you’re positioning 
yourself as a trusted friend who’s truly trying to help 
them get their desired result. 

Example: Here’s an example of an Affiliate Pre-Frame 
video from one of EMP’s top affiliates, Tyson Zahner: 
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2. The Report or White Paper Lead Magnet 
This is basically just an informative, educational 
piece of content that actually adds value to your 
prospect’s life. 

However, it actually does more than that, because it 
also does the job of really helping your prospect see 
themselves experiencing the benefits of your product or 
service and helps to overcome their objections. 

So really, it helps to think of your Lead Magnet as a 
part of your offer funnel, which is actually designed 
to augment and add to the overall sales conversion 
goal. 

But it does so in a less direct way, without any kind 
of pushy hard selling. 
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Example: Marie Forleo teaches 3 copy tips in a 20 
minutes video before presenting the offer for her full 
“Copy Cure” course: 
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3. The Blind Lead Magnet 
This is a simple promise to give your visitor some sort 
of value, without mentioning the medium in which it 
will be delivered. 

So something like… 

“Enter your best email now to get my 3 list-
building hacks that gets me an average of 131 new 
subscribers per day, with less than 10 minutes of 
work.” 

It doesn’t mention how it will be delivered. It could 
be a blog post, a report, a video, an email series, or 
whatever. 

Example: “YouTuber” James Wedmore uses a blind offer: 
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4. The Gear List or Toolkit Lead 
Magnet 
This is one of the easiest types of Lead Magnets to 
create, and the perceived value is very high as well. 

For instance, if you were brand new to doing video 
marketing and you wanted to know the best types of 
equipment and software to use, you could spend days 
researching online, pouring through hundreds of 
articles and reviews. 

However, if on the other hand, you were presented with 
an offer to download something like… 

“The 13 Essential Tools Every Video Marketer Needs 
To Create High Quality Professional Videos For Less 
Than $400.” 

You might be really likely to opt-in for something like 
that, right? 

The beauty of this type of lead magnet is, they’re 
almost as easy to create as a shopping list. 
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Example: CMS platform Ontraport provides a list of 
their best tools, tips, and tricks for shooting video 
on mobile devices: 
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5. The Checklist or Execution Plan 
These types of lead magnets are great for walking 
through a step-by-step process that leads to a specific 
result. 

For example, something like… 

“The Ultimate 11-Step Content Marketing Checklist 
For Getting More Traffic, Leads & Sales.” 

It’s simple, straight forward and you know exactly what 
the benefits are. 

Example: Hubspot’s conversion rate optimization 
checklist: 
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6. The Cheat Sheet or Blueprint 
These can be mind-maps, drawings, flowcharts or process 
maps or anything similar that is primarily visual 
based. 

These can often be even more appealing than other types 
of lead magnets because they don’t require a lot of 
time to consume, so your prospect knows they don’t have 
to spend a bunch of time reading or going through 
videos. 

Just be sure it does the job of leading people toward 
investing in whatever it is you’re offering. 

Example: Author David Meerman Scott uses an infographic 
that leads towards his “newsjacking” course: 
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7. The Case Study Lead Magnet 
One idea is to simply do a video or webinar interview 
where you walk through a case study of someone who has 
used your product to get an ideal result. 

This is a great way to create something with high 
perceived value for your prospect who wants a similar 
result, while really demonstrating the value of your 
product or service. 

Example: Ramit Sethi student (Robert, in this example) 
case study: 
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8. The Free Software or Free Trial 
Lead Magnet 
I have an acquaintance who’s made millions of dollars 
developing and selling WordPress Plugins. 

The way he builds his list is by giving away valuable 
plugins and asking people to upgrade or buy additional 
premium plugins. 

If you’re offering software as a service, you can offer 
a free trial of a premium version of your software for 
a certain period of time. 

Example: Here’s AWeber’s free 30 day trial offer: 
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9. The Quiz, Survey, or Assessment 
Lead Magnet 
Typically, these start out with a quiz or survey and 
after answering the questions, the visitor sees a page 
asking for their email to get the custom results. 

The engagement factor is very high with these types of 
lead magnets, which can mean very high conversions and 
more responsive leads. 

Example: Here’s a quiz opt-in from LeadPages: 
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10. The Consultation or Strategy 
Session Lead Magnet 
This is an easy way to start generating leads, 
particularly for higher priced products and services. 

It’s also a great way to start if you don’t yet have a 
lead magnet or a sales offer and you want to some 
research, while at the same time making some sales over 
the phone or Skype. 

Example: in the case of a software scheduling service 
like ScheduleOnce, this type of Lead Magnet is a 
perfect fit: 
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11. The ”Swipe" File or Template Lead 
Magnet 
This could be a collection of examples of something 
that you or someone else has successfully used to get a 
desired result, or it can be fill-in the blank type of 
templates or scripts. 

I’ve given away headline templates, ad swipe files, 
capture page templates and sales letter swipe files 
many times throughout my career. 

These are super high value and they don’t take much 
work to create because you or someone else has already 
done the work. 
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Example: Digital Marketer shares 7 proven Facebook ad 
templates: 
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12. The Free Sample Lead Magnet 
If you have something that has a very high perceived 
value and you can convert a good percentage of people 
into customers, then this can work really well. 

This type of lead magnet typically requires relentless 
follow up to convert prospects into customers, so 
you’ll want to take that into consideration, especially 
if you are spending money on a product or service and 
shipping it out. 

Example: Bestselling author Seth Godin gives away the 
first four chapters of his book, Permission Marketing, 
to capture email addresses and continue the 
relationship with his readers: 
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